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This short guide will walk you through the details of the Sonic List Builder system and also give you a brief overview of each of the Steps to properly set-up your account. Please review this information and the details very carefully.
STEP 1

Login to your DoneForYouTraffic.com **Sonic List Builder** account and you will see near the top of your Members Account Manager page the FOUR steps that are necessary for you to complete in order for your account to be set up properly.

You are on STEP ONE as shown by the red arrow in the picture above. This is very important in helping you understand your Member Account Manager and each of the functions of the System.

We very highly recommend you also print out this Guide and keep it handy so that you can reference it when needed.

Please **READ ALL OF THIS** information before proceeding to the next Step.

**Also please NOTE:** Completing **ALL Steps** is required before your Sonic List Builder will start functioning. It is very important you do this properly.
**BIGGEST MISTAKE EVER!** The biggest mistake you could ever make is skipping the
guides we have put together for you on each of these Steps. It will be very difficult for
most people to figure out how to properly set-up your account without taking the few
minutes necessary to study the VIDEO and GUIDE we have prepared for each. Make it
easy on yourself and take a moment to use these tools. It will be a great help and make
your set-up much quicker and easier that trying to figure things out in your own.

***Also, the steps in the Set-up process must been done in the order we detail for
you otherwise it will not work. The order is exactly that as shown above as Step One,
Step Two, Step Three, and Last Step.***

These are the steps you need to follow to set up each website you want to promote:

**STEP TWO – Get Your Free Auto Responder Account**

Each squeeze page your Sonic List Builder creates and promotes for you must be
properly connected to an Auto Responder account. An Auto Responder is a mailing
platform that will capture your opt-in subscribers to your list as well as give you the
ability to email market to your list. Therefore, properly setting up your Free Auto
Responder account is critical.

Since your Sonic List Building System functions automatically based solely on the
information that you provide in this set-up, it is very important you get your Auto
Responder activated properly. The Help Guides and Videos for Step Two and Three
will clearly detail how to accomplish this successfully.

Please refer to the HELP GUIDE and VIDEO provided for STEP TWO before
proceeding with the set-up of your Auto Responder Account.

**STEP THREE – Activate Your Sonic List Builder**

Step Three is where you will specifically “activate” your Sonic List Builder with your Get
Response Auto Responder code and detailed very clearly for you in the HELP GUIDE
and VIDEO we have provided for Step Three.

Each of the squeeze pages the system builds for your traffic funnels contains an email
subscriber opt-in box. This is the opt-in box your subscribers will use to join your list.

This is a very important step as this opt-in box displayed on every one of your
customized Squeeze Pages is what is specifically used to build your list. This is the
form that your Subscribers will use to opt-in to your list. It is very important you get this
activation correct because all of your squeeze pages will use this opt-in form code.

Please refer to the HELP GUIDE and VIDEO provided for STEP TWO before
proceeding with the set-up of your Auto Responder Account.

Continued…
STEP FOUR (FINAL STEP) – Set-up Your Distribution Networks

Each day, every day, the Sonic List Builder system automatically distributes newly created content and videos to a broad range of portals and websites across the Internet. This ongoing process builds quality backlinks to your squeeze pages, thereby growing your link popularity, search rankings, and targeted traffic flow to your squeeze pages.

The highest profile distribution sites in this network that require you to have an account with each site shown in this STEP. Note: This list can change from time to time as we add new partners and remove others. Getting each of these activated for your Websites will mean your content is getting into the best possible places in the net.

It is important that you learn your way around the Navigation Menu so that you know where to find what you are looking for.

HOME – You can always click “Home” to return to your main Account Manager homepage. If you click “Home” can land on back on your Login screen, this simply means the system “timed you out” and requires login for security purposes.

MY PROFILE - Your general account information such as name, email address, etc.

MY SERVICES – This is a very convenient place where you can view all of the services that are active in your Account. This listing also includes a description of level of service so that you have a good understanding of everything. Please refer to this page for a helpful review of what you have in place.

SUPPORT – We welcome your Technical Support inquires and these are managed through a Support Ticket System so that there is always a record of your inquiries. When you submit a ticket you will receive an email confirmation of the Ticket. KEEP this confirmation as it contains your Support Ticket number. You will need this number and your Email address to check on Ticket Status. Also, when your Ticket is answered, you will get an email letting you know that it has been.

We request that before you submit a support ticket that you please make certain you have gone through ALL of the Guides and Videos we provide for you. 98% of all questions that are submitted to Support are things that are already answered in our Guides and Videos. So, it will save you a ton of time if you carefully review all of the material. You should print out each of the short guides we have provided so that you can quickly reference those for your questions.

Continued…
AFTER your Sonic Account is completely set-up by following STEPS TWO thru FOUR shown above, within 48 hours your Account Manager home page will begin to look different as content and activity reports begin to be updated.

You will begin to see activity reports on your Account Manager home page.

Under each of these reports the Activity that is ongoing for your Account will begin to appear. Each day there will be new items under each Report as the process on ongoing and new content, videos, etc. are being created the build larger and larger traffic funnels for your squeeze pages. The listing at the TOP of each Report is the MOST RECENT.

Now that you have a good basic understanding of your Account Manager, please proceed to Step Two.

PLEASE PROCEED TO STEP TWO NOW.